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Direct Data Connectivity to the 89600 VSA 
(89601101C) 
 

Keysight’s 89600 Vector Signal Analysis (VSA) software is used with confidence by many thousands of 

users to troubleshoot systems, validate product performance, and examine compliance for dozens of 

named wireless standards, as well as automotive and aerospace/defense applications.  Well known in 

test & measurement applications for acquiring IQ waveforms from hundreds of Keysight instruments, the 

VSA performs detailed signal analysis of those modulated waveforms, and presents the results, either 

through a visual GUI, or through a mature software API.   

With Keysight’s Direct Data Connectivity to the 89600 Vector Signal Analysis software (option 

89601101C), you can push IQ data directly from your own software and hardware platform.  In other 

words, you may now leverage Keysight’s sophisticated measurement IP, interactive visualization, and 

automation tools to a richer set of data sources, including 

• Data from the inside of your signal processing chain, such as the baseband IQ from your own 

receiver (rather than a transmitter) 

• Data from a preferred hardware receiver, including 3rd party or custom measurement 

solutions 

• Data from software streams, MATLAB™, simulated environments, large offline recording files, 

and multi-channel data that was captured manually or sequentially 

With a state-of-the-art signal analysis software directly in your application context, you avoid the 

expense of needing to develop or support your own demodulation algorithms, plus you take advantage 

of the quality, interoperability, and standards compliance of the same software that Keysight uses on its 

own Test & Measurement platforms.  
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Say you are building a custom signal quality measurement solution leveraging in-house hardware or 

software that provides IQ data.  You don’t want to reinvent all the algorithms for signal processing to get 

relevant metrics, nor do you care to track the standards for the latest changes to the test models.  You 

need great visualization to showcase many facets of your received signal.  With the 89601101C User 

Input Data Stream Connectivity, you can bring instrument grade metrology to your custom hardware 

solution. You can be assured that both you and your customers will have Keysight level customer care 

and great support for these continually evolving measurements. 

 

Benefits of Direct Data Connectivity: 

• Save custom solution development time. 

• Track evolving wireless and cellular measurement standards. 

• Compare your own receiver IQ data against reference Keysight spectrum analyzer IQ data. 

• Apply Keysight IP directly inside your signal processing chain. 

• Showcase your own hardware performance (EVM, Power Spectrum, etc.) for early 

design wins. 

 

Take VSA Connectivity to the Next Level 

How do we get IQ data into a signal analysis toolbox?  Now there are 4 ways. 

1) Via direct hardware connection.  With the PathWave Vector Signal Analysis tool, you 

can connect over 300 Keysight model numbers, ranging from digitizers to oscilloscopes 

to signal analyzers and even modular instruments. Once you’ve connected, the 

software feels like an extension of the instrument, so you can trigger on an event of 

interest (like an RF burst of power), and then later record your acquisitions to a binary 

file for postprocessing. 

2) Through software connection with Keysight EDA software. The VSA software connects 

to both PathWave Advanced Design System (ADS) and PathWave System Design 

(SystemVue). 

3) Through recording file playback. A waveform saved in MATLAB format, text, CSV, or 

various other binary formats can be recalled into the VSA.  

4) With Direct Data Connectivity, you can bypass file-based recordings or having to create 

a dedicated hardware extension. 

As shown in the figure below, flexibility in connectivity enables the VSA to test anywhere in 

the transmitter chain. Digital signal processing engineers can verify their baseband 

algorithms alongside RF systems engineers who can check the EVM floor of their ASIC. 
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The Need to Push Data Directly 

There are situations when the VSA must receive data and provide signal analysis as a part 

of a larger test system.  Perhaps the measurement receiver is a custom hardware solution.  

Perhaps a chipset vendor needs to set many parameters (even thousands) on their chip, 

exercise the transmitter and check signal accuracy using the VSA.  In such scenarios, there 

is no hardware extension for the VSA to control the data acquisition. Then what about using 

recording files?  Well, dealing with individual IQ data files can be slow and cumbersome, as 

different filenames might represent different permutations of input parameters to the 

chipset. Who wants to manage 100s of IQ data files? 

As shown in figure 2, RF SoC’s have now evolved to where IQ data may be extracted 

directly from an evaluation board with LAN connectivity. 

 

 

Figure 1. With Direct Data Connectivity, we now have four methods of sending IQ data to the VSA:  

hardware extension, system simulations, recording files or direct data connectivity . 
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89601101C Direct Data Connectivity 

Thankfully, with the 89601101C Direct Data Connectivity VSA option, a programming savvy RF engineer 

can automate IQ data transfer directly to the VSA.  This could be embedded in a larger test software 

system or integrated into a reference design.   

Under the hood of our EDA simulation tool connectivity, the same technology is used.  To show an 

appetizer on what’s possible with this data stream connectivity, figure 3 shows a simulation workbench 

implemented in SystemVue. A Low Earth Orbit (LEO) system simulation has 6 system impairments that 

may be added. To the right of the schematic, an RF systems engineer indicates the VSA data 

connection, while the simulation process feeds data into the VSA continuously. The engineer may then 

interactively change VSA settings to inspect and evaluate the signal from the design simulation. He/she 

can visualize the impact of these impairments in a constellation diagram, or even to study the EVM 

sensitivity to these impairments. 

 

 

Figure 2. Connectivity diagram for RF SoC Test, which could be well applied to FPGA’s, base stations, O -RAN radio units, 

etc.  Block diagram source: Xilinx ZCU111 User Guide 

https://www.xilinx.com/content/dam/xilinx/support/documentation/boards_and_kits/zcu111/2018_3/ug1287-zcu111-rfsoc-eval-tool.pdf
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Figure 3.  Direct data connectivity to PathWave System-Level Design (SystemVue). Various parameter 

settings may be studied to see their effect on signal quality. 

This is but one example in satellite communications. There are numerous other examples.  

• In 5G NR, a systems engineer could evaluate the effect of transmitted power on EVM.  

• For spectrum monitoring, a waveform could be continuously measured until an anomaly 

happens, at which point the data could be sent to the VSA for further study.  

• For wireless LAN test, a chipset could be configured programmatically, and the associated IQ 

data sent directly from the SoC ADC’s to the VSA.   

• In pulse analysis, a high-speed digitizer could be used to capture down-converted pulses 

stored in a RAID array storage module. One analysis software could catalog the overall large 

data set to describe pulse descriptor words. Within that software, one could specify start and 

stop times that could be sent to the VSA for more detailed analysis. 
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Especially in situations where the test mode has not changed and the signal analysis configuration 

parameters remain the same, you can evaluate how robust your radio chipset is to IQ impairments, 

amplifier compression or LO phase noise.  

Technical Specifications and Features 

Every direct data connectivity transaction involves three components: configuring the connection, 

pushing data, and monitoring the connection.  There are two players: the data provider and the VSA.  

The data provider will indicate measurement data details through an API construct called 

UserInputSetup - sample rate, center frequency, channel count, and maximum contiguous points.  It 

will then push the data using the UserInputData API. If required, the VSA will coerce the measurement 

configuration to fit the data, possibly resampling the data to achieve the desired sample rate.  Using the 

UserInputData.RequiredSamples API, the VSA may be queried to find the number of data points 

required for the existing measurement operation. Data may be collected by the VSA and processed 

using a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer.  If more data is fed to the VSA before the VSA has completed the 

previous analysis operation, then the FIFO buffer gets bigger, resulting in an increase in memory 

consumption.  The VSA’s direct data connectivity can handle up to 8 input channels of either complex 

envelope or baseband data.  It offers non-contiguous or contiguous (gapless) data feed options, which is 

useful when you are sending data from a data provider of circuit simulation results or if you’re looking for 

a transient event in either frequency or time. Data are submitted in blocks, and multiple blocks can 

represent a single time record. The VSA also supports polling and event driven data flow management 

and status feedback. The user can check the UserInput status bit to detect a change - either the VSA 

is ready for more data, or it is still crunching the previous data submitted. With the event driven 

approach, the data providing program may leverage an event handler, which when invoked indicates that 

the VSA is ready for more data. 

 

Figure 4.  As illustrated here, a small section of a large IQ data file may be studied for closer examination with the VSA.  
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Figure 5. Interactions between the user application and VSA. 

 

The .NET API functions and classes are described in the API help under  

Agilent.SA.Vsa.Interfaces Assembly > Agilent.SA.Vsa Namespace : UserInput Class
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com 

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services,  

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:  

www.keysight.com/find/contactus 

 

 

You may find beautifully documented example programs in the help. Check Keysight.com for an 

application note with great startup information. 

The prerequisites to use this API are as follows: 

• .NET Framework 4.0 API 

• .NET IDE requirements - Visual Studio 2019 

• Minimum VSA licensing: 89601200C and 89601101C.  

• The minimum PC requirements are provided in the following VSA help page. 

 

Conclusion 

We are pleased and excited to present the Direct Data Connectivity to the VSA and we look forward to 

seeing what you will invent with “VSA inside.”  It can be a convenient and effective method to visualize 

and analyze data obtained from sources other than Keysight hardware. The data may come from many 

places, ranging from simulations to archived production test databases. With the VSA, this data may be 

visualized and analyzed with all the latest test models across cellular, wireless LAN, aerospace and 

emerging R&D. 

We invite you to dream big and let us know how we can enable your custom hardware/software solution. 

 

https://edadocs.software.keysight.com/kkbopen/89600-vsa-software-requirements-for-pc-or-floating-license-server-588283555.html?jmpid=zzfind89600-pc

